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GAMES & MUSIC

FINAL
Fantasy 8

Remastered will
land on Tuesday on

PS4, Xbox One, Switch
and PC. It has beefed- 

up visuals, battle assist,
3x speed boost and no

encounter modes
like the other FF

remasters.

FELIX
Kjellberg —

aka PewDiePie —
has become the first
solo creator to hit the 
100million subscriber 
mark. The bad news? 
Indian music site T-
Series was the first
channel to hit the

milestone.

lFORTNITE loves nothing more
than a good crossover event —

and now we are getting Epic’s Titan 
and 2K’s much-loved Borderlands.

It’s on until September 10 — just 
three days before
Borderlands 3 arrives.

There will be a new
zone in the Battle Roy-
ale smash, Pandora 
Rift. You can also pick 

up the Psycho Bundle, which adds a 
Claptrap backpack and other good-
ies. There are also treats in a Wel-
come to Pandora Challenge Bundle 
like sprays and weapon skins. 

More? Pandora is com-
ing to Fortnite Creative
thanks to new Prefabs.
A new camera filter will
give your creations a
post-apocalyptic glow.

lSEGA is bringing out Yakuza
Remastered Collection.

There will be enhanced versions
of Yakuza 4 and 5 for PS4 over the 
next few months, 
with Yakuza 3 
available now.

Sega is
staggering the 
release, but you 
can buy the full 

pack now for one up-front cost. 
Yakuza 4 will be out on October 29, 
and 5 will arrive on February 11. You 
get a sharper look, with 1080p at 

60fps, while Sega
says scripts have
been revised to
more accurately
reflect their
original Japanese
counterparts.

Cara gives
her all for
girl power

FEISTY game star Cara Ellison is
the role model to others that she
never had as a kid.

The Scot admits she doubted
women could make a career in the
industry because it seemed targeted at
the guys.

But she has changed that perception
with an influential job as a critic before
letting her creative juices flow on the
development team.

She admitted: “I don’t think I thought
games could be for me until the era of
Tomb Raider, Simcity 2000 and Dungeon
Keeper, but by that time PlayStation had
started to market games specifically to men
and Nintendo called their portable console
a ‘Gameboy’ which seemed to indicate that
games weren’t really for women. 

“Of course, women were playing games
secretly. Probably there are grandmas out
there who could whoop my ass at Tetris.
But now it’s much more accepted that
women are part of the industry and

want to see games
made for them.

“Women characters
seem to get made
more often now.”

She had also feared
there would be no
openings for her in
the UK. She added:
“Games only seemed
to be made in the
US and Japan, but I
hardly ever saw any
role models in the
industry as a kid.”

While doing her English degree in
Edinburgh, Cara wrote the narrative for an
educational app for children. She said:
“That was my first paid games work. 

“I worked in publishing in Edinburgh
and was a QA tester on Grand Theft Auto
IV at Rockstar Games, went travelling,
joined BBC Radio for a time then fell into
writing about games as a critic.

“I started making my own little games —
portfolio pieces for places like Arkane,
where I was hired for Dishonored 2, and
later for other major studios.

“My job is generally referred to as
‘narrative design’. It is about 50 per cent
design, 30 per cent production skills, and
about 20 per cent writing, which is the
very last thing you do in the process.”

Along the way she was writing for the
likes of PC Gamer, Rock, Paper, Shotgun
and The Guardian.

However, she said: “I am no longer a
games critic, mainly because I haven’t got
time to play other people’s games very
often, but more because it feels difficult
and hypocritical to write about my col-
leagues’ games now.” 

She is making her own headlines with
games like Void B******s — adding her own
small slice of Scottishness along the way.

Cara said: “Ben Lee, the art director,
interviewed me for the job. Davey Wreden,
who made The Stanley Parable,
recommended me.

“Jon Chey and Ben already had an idea
for a System Shock-based tactical game.
We talked about the Red Dwarf books and
their dark humour, and we got talking
about Terry Gilliam’s Brazil. Void B******s
is very much inspired by British bureau-

EXCLUSIVE 
INTERVIEW

CARA ELLISON is a rare breed in gaming. 
The 33-year-old — who was born in
Edinburgh but grew up in Aberdeen —
spent her early career as a product critic,
becoming a strong voice about the depiction 
of sex and violence in games. But then she 
got involved in game development —
working on titles like Dishonored 2, recent 
release Void B******s and new title Vampire: 
The Masquerade Bloodlines 2. STUART
CULLEN finds out what makes her tick . . .  

Vigorous workout
IT must be a buzz for developers to
see their game go from preview to
full-blown release. 

And it must be daunting because
that’s when the public give you a
thumb up or down.

Czech studio Bohemia Interactive
— the team behind the ARMA series
— and DayZ will be having those
palpitations with Vigor.

The Xbox exclusive has seen a few
big tweaks between the preview
version and the final offering — the
biggest being that the game has now
gone free to play so anyone can
download it and get stuck in.

What you get is a blend of Battle
Royal and shooter looters with a
game set in 1991 after a nuclear war.

Norway has been left as one of the
few “safe” places on the planet.

It’s up to you to navigate this
lawless land and survive. Finders
often means keepers so your main
focus is to search for resources
which you can then use to build up
your home base and get better gear

and weapons. But, needless to say,
you are not alone when you travel
across good-size areas from
mountain sides to blizzard-hit
villages. They really look the part and
help you build a feel for the game.

You’re dropped into the game with
11 other players or six groups of two if
you’re playing teams, but there are
few ways to find them or even track
how many are still alive. That creates
a real tension as you embark on each
outing — you have no idea what, or
who is lying in wait.

The downside is that Vigor has a
one-and-you-are-done philosophy.

If you die then you’re heading
home and you have lost all your
hard-earned loot and gear. That
forces to think very carefully about
what you pick up — get that powerful
weapon and die and it’s gone.

This is really a risk-and-reward
game about how far you can push

your luck. It is worth noting that there
is no need to kill everyone so think
about your actions. It’s almost real
human nature.

With it being a free to play title it
will hopefully get regular updates. It
needs a few tweaks just now —
especially to the gunplay.

Things lag when it comes to
the crunch and the excitement
at upgrading soon turns into
a grind, so we would
welcome more things to
do or different modes.

This is out of the
ordinary and a
break from your
usual fare on the
Xbox. It’s full of
vim and Vigor
and, being free,
there is no rea-
son not to try it
out.

HHH
STUART
CULLEN

Vigor
Xbox One FREE

NUKE 
SHOW
GLOW

NOTHING is simple in a gaming
future and things are not looking
good in Rad.

The Double Fine roguelike
creation shows us a world that has
been nuked TWICE.

The survivors have built a
culture with a strong link to the
late 80s/early 90s where floppy
disk open chests and cassettes —
ask an adult — can buy your
dinner.

You fill the high tops of a cool
teen who has to
find 50p for the
meter as your
home town has
lost power. It’s up
to you to head out
into the wilds with
your magic
baseball bat to
find a new power
source.

It’s a light frame but it holds
everything together. The game-
play takes the lead as each run
sees you able to mutate as you
level up. You can suddenly lay
spider-like eggs or throw your
head like a bomb against
nasty creatures  . . .  however,
each mutation is randomly picked
for you.

It’s a fun hook because you
never know what’s coming but the
game is also procedurally-

generated so that plays a big part
in each run. You may get a strong
one and be super-powered in no
time, or it could be a weak one
where you don’t get a break —
anywhere.

The levels follow a set format of
finding a number of “keys” to
unlock a dungeon then beat a
boss to get an upgrade. Then you

do it all over again
and all in front of
an ever-changing
neon-soaked 
backdrop.

If you die —
which you will
because the game
is not that easy —
then fear not,
because you can

bank cassettes on each run so
future outings can use them
instead of you instantly
losing everything if a run fails.

This is a fun roguelike that gives
you a flavour of the 90s. So, it’s a
must for anyone pining for that
decade.

The rest of us will find an
additive game loop where you
always want one more run.

HHHH
STUART CULLEN

RAD
Xbox One, PS4, Switch and PC £15.99

BUTLER DID IT
HORACE may be walking under
your radar at the moment, but pay
attention or you will regret it.

The indie title by Paul Helman
and Sean Scapelhorn is a rock-
solid pixel platformer wrapped in
an epic tale that will have you
throwing your laptop around the
room sooner than later.

Horace is a robot butler who
looks after the family that made
him. The early sections play as a
kind of tutorial as you
learn the ropes and
find your feet in more
ways than one.

They also hint at
how story-focused
things are going to
get. The tale is told by
Horace and his
borderline nightmare-
inducing robot voice.
However, it’s a real story of growth
as he has the awe of a child. Every-
thing is new and exciting, but they
move in a Bicentennial Man type of
direction. If you have seen the
Robin Williams flick then you have
a rough idea of how things go.

The gameplay aims for a Super
Meat Boy-level of challenge. You
have to pixel-perfect jump around
levels, dodging everything
because it will kill you.

But you can walk on walls and
ceilings with your gravity shoes so

things start getting deep and you
need to remember which way is up.

The controls could be tighter for
the level of control you need in this
game. That also bleeds into the
boss battles. 

They are solid but SOOOO hard.
There is a shield system where the
more you fail the more the game

dishes it out.
The game also has

a set difficulty so it’s
very much about trial
and error and your
levels of patience.

But, just when
things are getting
too much, the game
throws a curve ball

and breaks things up by
switching to a first-person
perspective or launching more
retro-inspired sections.

Helman and Scapelhorn have
undertaken an epic challenge. The
story/discovery combo is huge.
Parts of it are just too hard but you
can see the love and attention that
has gone into making this.

Don’t let the difficulty put you off
at least giving it a go. Horace
deserves that much. 

HHHH
STUART CULLEN

Horace
PC £10.99
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NEW
MUSIC

Watch vid of Magpie Blue 
at thescottishsun.co.uk

By Jim Gellatly

MAGPIE BLUE
WHERE: Edinburgh / Peebles.
FOR FANS OF: PJ Harvey, Jeff 
Buckley, London Grammar.
JIM SAYS: Magpie Blue’s music 
stops you in your tracks. Classy, 
melancholic and full of emotion. 
And what a voice!

Millie Hanlon Cole has only 
released two tracks, but that’s 
enough to get me excited about the 
20-year-old’s future. 

Originally from Peebles she 
moved to the capital in 2017 to study 
Social Sciences at Edinburgh Nap-
ier University, but is currently defer-
ring a year to focus on her music.

She said: “Social sciences was 
great in terms of finding lyrical con-
tent but it was getting too much for 
me working a job as well as studying 
and pursuing music.” 

She’s certainly busy, having also
recently joined indie rockers Spyyn 
on guitar. 

Millie describes Magpie Blue as 
“atmospheric, dark and hopefully 
empowering”. 

Opening for The Proclaimers in 
Melrose a couple of months ago, 
she reckons her music has come a 
long way in the past year. 

She explained: “My sound has 
definitely matured a lot. I think it’s a 
lot darker and I am less afraid to 
speak my mind lyrically and less 
likely to hold back. Playing with 
Spynn has also boosted my confi-
dence on guitar massively.” 

Millie’s currently putting together
a live band for a tour in November 
but has already recruited some well-
known faces from the Edinburgh 
scene for her singles. 

Mikey Reid, from Man Of Moon, 
drums on the tracks and Louise 
McCraw, from Goodnight Louisa 
(and formally Skjør), played some 
guitar and synth on her debut Just 
In Time. Idlewild’s Rod Jones pro-
duced Just In Time as well as the 
epic new single Haunted, on which 
he also plays bass. 

As a young woman in the music 
industry, Millie has strong thoughts 
about gender balance. It’s some-
thing that gained profile recently 
with the introduction of the Queen 
Tut’s Stage at the TRNSMT festival.

She said: “People have subcon-
scious preconceptions about how 
good you are going to be at your 
instrument. It is getting a lot better in 
terms of female artists, however it’s 
still not a great balance behind the 
scenes. If you never see or hear of 
female sound engineers, promoters, 
etc growing up as a kid you wouldn’t 
believe that was ever a job option for
you. I certainly didn’t.”

Going forward Millie hopes to get
back in the studio and record an EP, 
along with an ambition to appear on 
Later... with Jools Holland. 

She said: “I’ve found so many 
bands and artists through that show 
and it would be a dream come true.”

Magpie Blue plays Servant Jazz 
Quarters in London on November 7. 
Her tour then takes her to The Hug 
And Pint in Glasgow on November 
19 and Sneaky Pete’s in Edinburgh 
the following night.
More: www.facebook.com/
magpieblueofficial 
l JIM presents a weekly showcase 
of New Music on Amazing Radio, 
Sundays 2-4pm. 

www.amazingradio.com
www.jimgellatly.com

lNINTENDO’S Mario Kart Tour
delay is coming to an end — it’ll

hit iOS and Android on September 
25. It was held up to improve the 
app’s quality and for a short closed 

beta in May. The game boasts 
courses “inspired by real-world 
locations as well as Mario Kart 
series favourites” but you’ll need a 
Nintendo Account to play.

lMONSTER Hunter World’s Ice-
borne expansion beta kicks off

tomorrow until Thursday.
Sample solo and multiplayer hunt-

ing with the Velkhana Of The Frost 

quest pitting you against the new 
Elder Dragon Velkhana. Do well and 
you get rewards for the full game. 
It’s out on PS4 and Xbox One on Fri-
day. PC owners get it in January.

1 Crash Team Racing 
Nitro-Fueled

2 Super Mario Maker 2
3 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe
4 Grand Theft Auto V

5 F1 2019

lMORTAL Kombat 11 will
introduce a new batch of

fighters.
We already know that series 

favourites Shang Tsung and
Nightwolf will be there but, in an
interesting move, Terminator 
T-800 arrives on October 8, — 
complete with Arnie likeness 
but not the voice!

Hmmm, if you’re 
going to pay for the 

face, why not pay extra and get the 
voice rather than an impressionist?

The whole thing is obviously a 
nod to the new Terminator: Dark

Fate flick. 
On November 26, Sindel is

available in her Revenant skin
before the comic capers take
over. Classic Batman baddie,
The Joker, lands on January

28 and Todd McFarlane’s
Spawn on March 17.

lCREEPY indie
platformer Little

Nightmares is getting a 
sequel. It will follow on from 
Six’s escape at the end of the 
first game and 
she will meet a 
new character 
named Mono as 
they explore the 
outside world 

and enter the Signal Tower. A 
trailer hints at a new combat 
mechanic alongside the
puzzle platforming as Mono 
and Six face a hunter.

No release
date yet but we
expect a 2020
outing on PS4,
Xbox One, PC
and Switch.

Cara gives
her all for
girl power

cratic processes — in particular the welfare
and unemployment system. The UK has
been ruined by a Tory government and
years of austerity. People are exhausted and
demeaned by how little regard our govern-
ment has for human life.”

The game also features “ion-bru” and
Scottish pirates, but Cara insisted: “I try to
keep my Scottishness to a minimum on a
lot of projects because most of my work
comes from the US and Canada, and those
jokes are not really found consistently funny
there. No one would know what Irn-Bru is
there really.

“I do occasionally have trouble with the
terms that Americans, in particular, use for
things. I wrote ‘hob’ in a design document
the other day and no one in my office knew
I meant ‘stove’. 

“I don’t get to write Scots very often so
when the Void B******s team was like ‘go
wild’, I wrote the pirates and some of the
Juve lines with the most Scottish swearing I
knew how to muster. Then they made me
voice the pirates, which is the ultimate pun-
ishment for a writer.

“I enjoy the variety of language Scottish
people have access to when they get angry.
I only really appreciate
it now I live in Seattle
and people are way too
polite.”

Cara’s next game,
Vampire: The Masquer-
ade Bloodlines 2, is
also on the horizon
and she was at the
recent E3 exhibition,
right, to show it off. 

She said: “I guess I
never thought an
interactive fiction
enthusiast would be

writing a game that everyone has waited for
since about 2005. It feels terrifying, which is
exactly the way it should feel. Brian Mitsoda
and believe that if you’re a writer who isn’t
scared about how your writing will be
received you might not be any good any
more. The anxiety keeps the fire hot.”

However, working on such a loved fran-
chise brought its own stress. Cara said:
“The pressure is sometimes unbearable,
but working with the writer who
designed the first one helps a lot.

“He really knows what he’s doing.
He’s effortlessly funny and interesting
with everything he writes. I think he’s
probably the industry’s best-kept secret.

“I’m a fan of the original. Brian hired
me because I wrote about the writing in
Bloodlines 1, and Annie Mitsoda, who is
his wife and a talented narrative designer,
was a fan of my writing from a long time
ago. It’s possible she is responsible for my
being here. She is very powerful.”

But Masquerade 2 is almost the perfect
project. She said: “I love writing vampires.
They are scary and sexy and monstrous.
They hate and manipulate each other every
night. I have a couple other things in the

works, but not as involved as writing a
massive RPG.

“I just like sitting in
a little corner with
Brian, making him
laugh at my bad jokes
and writing pretty
much what I like every
day. I like putting two
characters in a pres-
sure cooker and watch-
ing them explode. If
you give me space to
do that, I’ll do it
forever.”

INTERVIEW


